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Tony Pena Knot, 
Serious Tackle Modified

The question that I’m asked most often about my tackle when 
fishing offshore is “what kind of knot do you use to connect 
your Braid to the mono leader”? For years, I used back to back 

uni-knots. Then in the late 90s, I discovered the Tony Pena knot.

This knot was developed by renowned California offshore specialist 
and writer, Tony Pena. Its strength and small size make it a must 
for any fisherman needing a Braid to mono connection. It’s a 100% 
strength knot that I’ve used over the years, the last three in modified 
form, all without a single failure. There are other knots to make a 
reliable Braid to mono connection, this one is smooth through the 
guides, and its strength is second to none. 

Tony Pena’s knot doesn’t have the ½ hitch and 6 turn lock as in 
the illustration, that was my idea. These last steps don’t make the 
connection any stronger, they just smooth out the overhand knot in 
the mono side of the knot. Anglers historically have used rods with 
rollers or stainless-steel ring guides for the most part. The original 
Tony Pena knot works well with these rods but gives a bump/jolt to 
ceramic or silicon carbide insert guides on the retrieve. The inserts 
may be loosened and possibly knocked out of their guide’s frame. 
This modified knot virtually eliminates that ring shock problem. I have 
knocked out a couple of ring inserts from the guide frame with the 
original Tony Pena; this is why I started putting the smoothing six turn 
lock against the mono’s overhand knot. The lock knot is much more 
durable in my applications than the smoothing it out with Zap-A-
Gap – I tried that first and I like the lock a lot better. The Braid wraps 
around the mono leader will pass through the guide easily on the cast 
and the lock smooths out the other side on the retrieve or with a lot of 
pressure on the line. 

This knot is not only strong and smooth but it’s easy to tie with a little 
practice. To start, tie a loose, overhand knot in the mono leader as 
shown at the top of the illustration, leaving about 12” of a tag at (#1). 
Insert the Braid from your reel through the overhand knot (#2) for 
12” or more. Firmly snug, but not tighten, the mono’s overhand knot 

around the Braid. Form a loop, (#3), in the Braid, hold with your 
left thumb and index finger. Next, wrap the Braid around the mono 
10-12 times as in the illustration, then pinch at (#4) with your right 
thumb and index finger; hold the Braid wraps, releasing your left 
hand grip, then make an additional 10-12 wraps back toward the 
Braid loop next to the overhand knot in the mono. Run the tag end 
of the Braid through that Braid loop to the point shown. Holding 
the mono tightly, well outside of the Braid double wraps, slowly 
pull on the Braid from the reel (#5), not the Braids tag end. Wrap 
your Braid around a gloved hand for safety sake and watch the 
Braid spiral around the mono and toward the overhand knot as 
you pull the Braid up snug tight. Next, tighten the “firmly snugged” 
overhand knot in the mono; now give the final tighten to the Braid 
wraps by holding onto the mono and again carefully pulling on the 
Braid from the reel. 

This is where my modification of the Tony Pena knot begins; the 
lock knot that allows for smooth passage of the overhand knot 
end of the Pena knot through your ring guides. The half hitch and 
6-turn lock (#6) & (#7) are shown around the Braid from the reel 
and the mono’s tag end. Do the half-hitch first and hold it in place 
with your left thumb and index finger while forming the lock knot. 
Tighten the lock knot by carefully holding the Braid to the reel 
(#8) and slowly pulling on the Braids tag end (#9) to tighten the 
lock knot, then cut off close. The next to last step is to cautiously 






